Piezoelectric wafer active sensors ͑PWAS͒ offer new opportunities for developing embedded sensor arrays for in-situ structural health monitoring. These small, noninvasive, and inexpensive elastic wave generators/receptors can be easily affixed to the structure and intimately connected into interrogative sensor arrays ͓1͔. Piezoelectric active sensors are nonresonant devices with wide band capabilities. They can be wired into sensor arrays that are connected to data concentrators and wireless communicators. Piezoelectric active sensors have captured the interest of the academic and industrial community due to their low cost and small nonintrusive nature ͓2-4͔.
Piezoelectric Active Sensors
Piezoelectric wafer active sensors ͑PWAS͒ offer new opportunities for developing embedded sensor arrays for in-situ structural health monitoring. These small, noninvasive, and inexpensive elastic wave generators/receptors can be easily affixed to the structure and intimately connected into interrogative sensor arrays ͓1͔. Piezoelectric active sensors are nonresonant devices with wide band capabilities. They can be wired into sensor arrays that are connected to data concentrators and wireless communicators. Piezoelectric active sensors have captured the interest of the academic and industrial community due to their low cost and small nonintrusive nature ͓2-4͔.
The general constitutive equations of linear piezoelectric material behavior ͓5,6͔ describe a tensorial relation between mechanical and electrical variables ͑mechanical strain, S i j , mechanical stress, T kl , electrical field, E k , and electrical displacement D j ͒ in the form S i j ϭs i jkl E T kl ϩd ki j E k (1) D j ϭd jkl T kl ϩ jk T E k where s i jkl E is the mechanical compliance of the material measured at zero electric field (Eϭ0), jk T is the dielectric permittivity measured at zero mechanical stress (Tϭ0), and d ki j is the piezoelectric coupling between the electrical and mechanical variables. The direct piezoelectric effect is reflected in the second equation, while the first equation refers to the converse piezoelectric effect. In engineering notations, we write 
For piezoelectric wafer active sensors, the mechanical stresses and strains are applied in the 1 and 2 directions, i.e., in the plane of the surface, while the electric field acts in the 3 direction, i.e., normal to the surface. Hence, the significant electro-mechanical couplings for this type of analysis are the 31 and 32 effects. The application of an electric field, E 3 , induces surface strains, 1 and 2 , and vice versa 1 ϭs 11 1 ϩs 12 2 ϩd 13 E 3 (5) 2 ϭs 21 1 ϩs 22 2 ϩd 23 E 3 Figure 1͑a͒ shows an active sensor consisting of a PZT ͑lead zirconate titanate oxide, PbZr x T 1Ϫx O 3 ͒ piezoceramic wafer affixed to the structural surface. As the PZT sensor is activated, interaction forces and moments appear ͑Fig. 1͑b͒͒
If the active sensor is placed on a 2-D surface, the analysis is, in principle, two-dimensional ͑Fig. 1͑c͒͒. Since, for PZT, the electromechanical coupling constants, d 31 and d 32 , have essentially same value, radial symmetry can be applied, and the analysis can be reduced to 1-D in the radial coordinate, r ͓1͔.
Electro-Mechanical "EÕM… Impedance Method
The structural impedance method is a damage detection technique complementary to the wave propagation techniques. Ultrasonic equipment manufacturers offer, as options, mechanical impedance analysis ͑MIA͒ probes and equipment ͓7͔. The mechanical impedance method consists of exciting vibrations of bonded plates using a specialized transducer that simultaneously measures the applied normal force and the induced velocity. Cawley ͓8͔ extended Lange's work on the mechanical impedance method and studied the identification of local disbonds in bonded plates using a small shaker. Though phase information was not used in Cawley's analysis, present day MIA methodology uses both magnitude and phase information to detect damage.
The electro-mechanical ͑E/M͒ impedance method is an emerging technology ͓9͔ that uses in-plane strain excitation at the structural surface to measure the pointwise mechanical impedance of the structure in the form of the real part of the electrical impedance at the sensor terminals. The principles of the E/M impedance technique are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The effect of a piezoelectric active sensor affixed to the structure is to apply a local strain parallel to the surface that creates stationary elastic waves in the structure. The drive-point impedance presented by the structure to the active sensor can be expressed as a frequency-dependent quantity, Z str ()ϭim e ()ϩc e ()Ϫik e ()/. Through the mechanical coupling between the PZT active sensor and the host structure, on one hand, and through the electro-mechanical transduction inside the PZT active sensor, on the other hand, the drivepoint structural impedance gets expressed in the effective electrical impedance, Z(), as seen at the active sensor terminals
where C is the zero-load capacitance of the PZT active sensor, 31 is the electro-mechanical cross-coupling coefficient of the PZT active sensor ( 31 ϭd 13 /ͱs 11 33 ), r() is the impedance ratio between the pointwise structural impedance, Z str (), and the impedance of the PZT active sensor, Z PZT , and ϭ1/2␥l a , with ␥ a being the active sensor wave number and l a its linear dimension. The electro-mechanical impedance method is applied by scanning a predetermined frequency range in the high kHz band and recording the complex impedance spectrum. By comparing the impedance spectra taken at various times during the service life of a structure, meaningful information can be extracted pertinent to structural degradation and the appearance of incipient damage. ͑It must be noted that the frequency range must be high enough for the signal wavelength to be significantly smaller than the defect size.͒ Recent developments in E/M impedance structural health monitoring have focused on finding an effective damage metric to compare the E/M impedance spectra of pristine and damaged structures. Lopes et al. ͓10͔ used neural network techniques to process high-frequency E/M impedance spectra. Soh et al. ͓11͔ studied the performance of piezoelectric patches in health monitoring of a reinforced concrete bridge. Tseng et al. ͓12͔ studied nonparametric damage detection metrics based on various statistical quantities.
Calibration of EÕM Impedance Method Through Systematic Circular-Plate Experiments. A series of systematic experiments were conducted on thin-gage aluminum plates to improve our understanding of the E/M impedance method and collect calibration data. Twenty-five circular-plate specimens ͑100 mm diameter, 1.6 mm thick͒ were constructed from aircraft-grade aluminum stock. Each plate was instrumented with one 7-mm-dia PZT active sensor placed at its center ͑Fig. 3͒. A 10-mm circumferential slit EDM was used to simulate crack-type damage. The crack was placed at increasing distance from the sensor ͑Fig. 3͑b͒͒. Thus, five statistical groups ͑Groups 0-4͒ were obtained. Each group was made up of five identical plates. E/M impedance Fig. 1 Piezoelectric active sensor interaction with host structure: "a… PZT wafer affixed to the host structure; "b… interaction forces and moments; "c… active-sensor elastic waves interaction on a 2-D surface Fig. 2 Electro-mechanical coupling between the PZT active sensor and the structure data was taken using an HP 4194A impedance analyzer. During the experiments, the specimens were supported on packing foam to simulate free-free conditions. The experiments were conducted over three frequency bands: 10-40 kHz, 10-150 kHz, and 300-450 kHz. The data were processed by displaying the real part of the E/M impedance spectrum, and determining a damage metric to quantify the difference between two spectra. Several damage metrics were tried: root mean square ͑RMS͒ deviation; mean absolute percentage deviation; covariance change; correlation coefficient (R 2 ) deviation. Figure 4 shows data in the 300-450 kHz band. The superposed spectra from specimens belonging to Groups 0 and 4 ͑extreme situations͒ are shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ , while those for Groups 0 and 1 ͑almost similar situations͒ are shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . Figure 4͑a͒ indicates that the presence of the crack in the close proximity of the sensor drastically modifies the point-wise frequency response function, and hence the real part of the E/M impedance spectrum. Resonant frequency shifts and the appearance of new resonances are noticed. In contrast, the presence of the crack in the far field only marginally modifies the frequency spectrum ͑Fig. 4͑b͒͒. Figure  4͑c͒ presents the plot of the third power of the correlation coefficient deviation, (1ϪR 2 ) 3 . It is clear from Fig. 4͑c͒ that the (1 ϪR 2 ) 3 damage metric decreases as the distance between the crack and the sensor increases. This experiment has shown, as expected, that: Fig. 3 Systematic study of EÕM impedance technique on circular plates: "a… photograph of actual specimen showing a 7-mm active sensor of the sensor and a simulated crack "EDM slit…; "b… progression of specimen geometries with simulated cracks "slits… at increasing distance from the EÕM impedance sensor ͑a͒ the crack presence in the near-field of the sensor drastically modifies the pointwise frequency response function, and hence the real part of the E/M impedance spectrum; ͑b͒ this modification decreases as the distance between the sensor and the crack increases.
However, further work is needed to systematically investigate the most appropriate damage metric that can be used for processing the frequency spectra successfully under various damage situations.
EÕM Impedance Experiments on Aging Aircraft Panels. Realistic aerospace panel specimens containing simulated crack and corrosion damage were designed and constructed at Sandia National Labs. These panels were instrumented with PZT active sensors and subjected to E/M impedance evaluation. The purpose of the experiment was to detect the change of E/M impedance spectrum induced by the presence of a simulated crack. Figure 5 shows the installation of the sensors: the sensors are placed along a line, perpendicular to a 10-mm crack originating at a rivet hole. The sensors are 7 mm square and are spaced at 7-mm pitch. E/M impedance readings were taken of each sensor in the 200-2600-kHz range. Figure 6͑a͒ shows the frequency spectrum of the E/M impedance real part. The spectrum reflects clearly defined resonances that are indicative of the coupled dynamics between the PZT sensors and the frequency-dependent pointwise structural stiffness as seen at each sensor location. The spectrum presented in Fig. 6͑a͒ shows high consistency. The dominant resonance peaks are consistently in the same frequency range and the variations from sensor to sensor are consistent with the variations previously recorded in the simple plate experiments.
Examination of Fig. 6͑a͒ indicates that out of the four E/M impedance spectra, that of sensor 1 ͑closest to the crack͒ has lower frequency peaks, which could be correlated to the damage presence. However, this argument is not entirely self-evident since the spectra in Fig. 6͑a͒ also show other sensor-to-sensor differences that are not necessarily related to the crack presence. In order to better understand these aspects, further investigations were performed at lower frequencies, in the 50-1000-kHz range ͑Fig. 6͑b͒͒. In this range, we can see that the crack presence generated features in the E/M impedance spectrum of sensor 1 ͑placed closest to the crack͒ that did not appear in the spectra of other sensors. For example, the sensor 1 spectrum presents an additional frequency peak at 114 kHz that is not present in the other sensors. It also shows a downward shift of the 400-kHz main peak. These features indicate a correlation between the particularities of sensor 1 spectrum and the fact that sensor 1 is placed closest to the crack. However, at this stage of the investigation, these correlations are not self-evident, nor are they supported by theoretical analysis and predictive modeling of the structure under consideration. Further signal processing and features extraction improvements are needed to fully understand the correlation between the spectral features of the E/M impedance response and the presence of structural damage in the sensor vicinity.
EÕM Impedance Damage Detection Strategy. Based on the results presented in the previous section, we propose the following the damage-detection strategy to be used for near-field structural health monitoring using the E/M impedance method. The real part of the E/M impedance (Re Z) reflects the pointwise mechanical impedance of the structure, and the E/M impedance spectrum is equivalent to the pointwise frequency response of the structure. As damage develops in the structure in the form of cracks, corrosion, and disbonds, the pointwise impedance measured near the damage location changes. Piezoelectric active sensors placed at critical structural locations will be able to detect these near-field changes. In addition, due to the sensing localization property of this method, far-field influences will not be registered in the E/M impedance spectrum. The integrity of the sensor itself is independently confirmed using the imaginary part of E/M impedance (Im Z), which is highly sensitive to sensor disbond, but much less sensitive than the real part to structural resonances ͑Fig. 7͒.
To illustrate the proposed near-field damage detection strategy, consider an array of four active sensors as presented in Fig. 8 . Each active sensor has its own sensing area resulting from the application of the localization concept. This sensing area is characterized by a sensing radius and the corresponding sensing circle. Inside the sensing area, the sensor detection capability decreases with the distance away from the sensor. A damage feature that is placed in the near field of the sensor is expected to create a dis- Fig. 4 EÕM impedance results in the 300-450 kHz band: "a… mild damage effects on spectrum; "b… severe damage effects on spectrum; "c… damage metric variation with the distance between the crack and the sensor turbance in the sensor response that is larger than a damage feature placed in the far field. Effective area coverage is ensured when the sensing circles overlap. Structural cracks, corrosion, and disbonds/delaminations present in the sensor sensing area can be effectively detected ͑Fig. 8͒. The limitations of the E/M impedance method reside in its sensing localization, which diminishes its ability to detect far-field damage. For this latter case, the ultrasonic guided wave methods, discussed in the next section, may be more appropriate.
Guided Plate Waves "Lamb Waves… Method
Lamb waves ͑a.k.a., guided plate waves͒ are a type of ultrasonic waves that are guided inside thin plates ͓13͔. Lamb waves can propagate in a number of modes, either symmetrical or antisymmetrical. The velocity depends on the product of frequency and material thickness. Investigations on Lamb and leaky Lamb waves have been carried out continuously since their discovery, and researchers have done theoretical and experimental work for different purposes, ranging from seismology, to ship construction industry, to acoustic microscopy, and to nondestructive testing and acoustic sensors ͓14 -16͔. Keilers and Chang ͓17͔ and Chang ͓18͔ used piezoelectric-wafers to detect damage-detection in composite plates. The Lamb wave speed is obtained by solving the RayleighLamb equation. First, define ϭͱc S 2 /c P 2 , ϭͱc S 2 /c L 2 , and d ϭk S d; where c L is the Lamb wave speed, and d is the half-thickness of the plate. In addition, define Lamb wave number k L Fig. 5 The detection of simulated crack damage in aging aircraft panels using the EÕM impedance method. Four rivet heads, four PZT active sensors, and a 10-mm EDM-ed notch "simulated crack… are featured Fig. 6 Real part of impedance for sensors bonded on aging aircraft structure: "a… 200-2600-kHz range; "b… zoom into the 50-1000-kHz range Fig. 7 Active sensor self-diagnostic using the imaginary part of the EÕM impedance: when sensor is disbonded, new freevibration resonance features appear at È267 kHz "after †1 ‡… ϭ/c L , and the variables, qϭͱk L 2 Ϫk P 2 , sϭͱk L 2 Ϫk S 2 . Then, for symmetric wave motion ͑Fig. 9͑a͒͒, the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation can be written as
Then one can write the two components of the particle movement as
For antisymmetric motion ͑Fig. 9͑b͒͒, the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency equation is
The two components of the particle movement can be expressed as Figure 10 presents the dispersive ͑frequency-dependent͒ symmetric and antisymmetric ͑S 0 and A 0 ͒ Lamb wave speeds in 1.6-mmthick aluminum plates.
The Need for High-Frequency Waves. In using guided waves to detect ultrasonic damage, two important aspects must be considered: ͑a͒ time resolution, and ͑b͒ defect size ͑detectable feature͒. The time resolution is especially important when using the pulse-echo method. Figure 11 shows guided Lamb waves traveling over a 800-mm length, first at 300 kHz ͑Fig. 11͑a͒͒, then at 20 kHz ͑Fig. 11͑b͒͒. At 300 kHz, the time resolution is sufficient since there is a signal free zone that makes it possible to easily establish the time of flight and detect reflected waves, if present. We also note that, at this high frequency, the S 0 wave becomes quickly fully established. At 20 kHz, the time resolution is insufficient, since the signal-free zone is too short and the wave is not yet fully established by the time the 800-mm length has been covered. At this low frequency, both A 0 and S 0 waves are excited. The S 0 wave travels faster, but with weaker amplitude. For illustration, Fig. 11͑b͒ also presents waves detected at intermediate locations, i.e., 200, 400, and 600 mm.
High-frequency waves are also needed when detectable defect size must be considered. Figure 12 shows how the wavelengths of S 0 and A 0 Lamb waves vary with frequency. It is apparent that, in order to detect small size defects, high-frequency waves are re- quired. Low-frequency Lamb waves can be used if the specimen length scale is large ͓19͔. However, when the length scale of the specimen and/or defect size and location are small, highfrequency Lamb waves are required.
High-Frequency Lamb Wave Experiments on Rectangular
Plates. Thin aluminum plate specimens were constructed from 1.6-mm-thick 2024-alloy stock in the form of a narrow strip ͑914 mmϫ14 mmϫ1.6 mm͒ and a rectangular plate ͑914 mmϫ504 mmϫ1.6 mm͒. The specimens were instrumented with arrays of 7-mm square PZT-wafer active sensors. The (x,y) sensor locations are given in Tables 1 and 2 . The sensors were connected with thin insulated wires to a 16-channel signal bus and two 8-pin connectors ͑Fig. 13͒. An HP33120A arbitrary signal generator was used to generate a 300-kHz windowed harmonic-burst excitation to active sensor No. 11 with a 10-Hz repetition rate. Under harmonic burst excitation, the active sensor generates a package of elastic waves that spread out into the entire plate according to a circular wave front pattern. A Tektronix TDS210 two-channel digital oscilloscope, synchronized with the signal generator, was used to collect the response signals from the active sensors. The two oscilloscope channels were digitally switched among the remaining 10 active sensors using a digitally controlled switching unit. A LabView data acquisition program was developed to control the signal switch and record the data from the digital oscilloscope. In addition, a Motorola MC68HC11 microcontroller was tested as an embedded stand-alone controlling option.
The results for the narrow strip specimens were encouraging, but not perfect. They showed acceptable correlation between the Table 1 Locations of sensors on the thin narrow strip specimen time of flight, distance, and group velocity, but the dispersion of the wave packets was much stronger than expected, even with a smoothed-windowed tone burst excitation. In contrast, the results for the rectangular plate were remarkably clear and easy to interpret. This discrepancy can be explained by the multiple reflections that occurred at the edges of the narrow strip specimen, interfered with the main waves, and produced confusing results. No such effects occurred in the rectangular plate because the edges were far away from the source. Hence, it was concluded that the narrow strip specimen, though easier and less expensive to construct, was merely a ''stepping-stone'' in our investigation and did not warren further attention.
A sample of the signals measured on the rectangular plate specimen is given in Fig. 14͑a͒ . The first row shows signal associated with sensor 11 ͑the transmitter͒. The ''initial bang'' generated by this active sensor, as well as a number of wave packages received on the same sensor in the pulse-echo mode, are present. The wave packages are reflections from the plate edges, and their time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ position is consistent with the distance from the sensor to the respective edges. The other rows of signals correspond to the receptor active sensors 1 through 8. Their TOF position is consistent with the distance between the transmitting and receiving active sensors. The consistency of the wave patterns is remarkable.
These raw signals were processed using a narrow-band signal correlation algorithm, which was followed by an envelopedetection method. As a result, the exact TOF for each wave package could be precisely identified ͑Table 3͒. When the TOF was plotted against radial distance between the receiving active sensor and the transmitting active sensor, a remarkably good straight line fit ͑99.99% R 2 correlation͒ was obtained ͑Fig. 14͑b͒͒. The slope of this straight line is the wave speed, 5.461 km/s. For the 1-6-mm aluminum alloy used in this experiment, the theoretical group velocity for S 0 mode is 5.440 km/s ͑Fig. 10͑b͒͒. The speed detection accuracy ͑0.3% error͒ is remarkable. Further systematic investigations were able to reproduce with good accuracy the Table 3 Elastic wave reception data on the thin rectangular plate specimen group-velocity dispersion curves for the axial (S 0 ) and flexural (A 0 ) modes ͑Fig. 15͒, and to identify optimal excitation frequencies ͑Fig. 16͒.
Wave propagation damage detection experiments were conducted on realistic aircraft panel specimens with a number of PZT active sensors affixed at various locations. The experimental setup was similar to that used for the wave propagation calibration experiments on simple geometry specimens ͑Fig. 13͒. Several experiments were performed to verify the wave propagation properties, and to identify the reflections due to the construction features of the panels ͑rivets, splice joints, etc.͒ Then, damage detection strategies were developed.
Damage Detection Strategy With Guided Lamb Wave
Method. The damage detection strategies using small nonintrusive active sensors and guided Lamb waves stem from ultrasonic and acousto-ultrasonic damage-detection methodology ͓20,21͔, respectively. Consider an array of four active sensors as presented in Fig. 17 . Since piezoelectric active sensors can act as both sensors and actuators, our strategy assumes that one active sensor acts as actuator ͑1͒ while the others act as sensors ͑2, 3, and 4͒. Active sensor 1 generates elastic waves that propagate through the material and are sensed at active sensors 2, 3, and 4. To maximize the amount of data and mitigate experimental error, a round-robin process is applied, whereby active sensors 2, 3, and 4 in turn take the function of wave generators, with the rest of the active sensors being wave receptors. This method can be applied to detect two types of damage: cracks and corrosion.
Wave Propagation Detection of Structural Cracks. Crack damage is characterized in terms of its location, (x C ,y C ), and its size, a, and orientation . When a crack is present in the wave path, wave deflection/scatter, reflection, and transmission at the crack is expected ͑Fig. 17͑a͒͒. The proportion between deflection, reflection, and transmission will vary with damage size and orientation. In Fig. 17͑a͒ , active sensors 2 and 4 are shown to receive both direct and deflected waves. Active sensor 1 ͑the wave gen- "a… detection of structural cracks, "b… detection of corrosion damage erator͒ also acts as a receptor and detects a reflected wave ͑echo͒. Active sensor 3 will receive a transmitted wave having its amplitude a function of damage size. Thus, a matrix of valuable information in terms of event arrival time can be set up. Mathematical solution will yield the damage location, size and orientation (x C ,y C ,a,). In the solution algorithm, conventional linear algebra solution methods and/or neural network algorithms can be employed.
Wave Propagation Detection of Corrosion Damage. Unlike crack damage, which is 1-dimensional, corrosion damage is 2-dimensional and can cover a wide area. In Fig. 17͑b͒ , active sensor 1 generates elastic waves that propagate through the material and are sensed at active sensors 2, 3, and 4. The waves will propagate differently through damaged material than through the pristine material. The difference will be in wave speed and attenuation. The corrosion damage has to be characterized in terms of its location, (x C ,y C ) and its size and orientation ͑a, b, , i.e., the major and minor axes of a damage ellipse, and axis inclination͒. In Fig. 17͑b͒ , the waves received by the active sensors 2 and 4 are shown to travel through pristine material, and hence will not be affected. The waves received by active sensor 3 travel through damaged material, hence a modification in their travel time ͑wave speed͒ and attenuation is expected. ͑If damage is very intense, the material degradation may be very advanced, and it is possible that no waves are received at active sensor 3.͒ Mathematical solutions, linear algebra or neural networks, yield the damage location, size and orientation (x C ,y C ,a,b,).
Summary and Conclusions
The aging of aerospace structures is a major current concern of civilian and military aircraft operators. Piezoelectric active sensors offer special opportunities for developing sensor arrays for in-situ health monitoring of aging aircraft fleet, because they are small, noninvasive, inexpensive, and easily wired into sensor arrays. This paper presents work done on developing and utilizing piezoelectric active sensor arrays to detect near-field and far-field damage in aircraft-grade metallic plates as well as in realistic built-up panels representative of aging aircraft structures. Damage due to structural cracks and corrosion was considered. For nearfield damage detection, the electro-mechanical ͑E/M͒ impedance method was used. Systematic experiments conducted on statistical samples of incrementally damaged specimens were used to fully understand and calibrate this investigative method. Subsequent E/M impedance experiments were performed on realistic aging aircraft panels. The effect of simulated damage ͑12.5-mm crack͒ was noticed as a left shift in the natural frequencies for the sensor closest to the crack, and the appearance of a new frequency peak at around 114 kHz. However, complete understanding of the relationship between the sensor location and the changes in the E/M spectrum has not yet been fully achieved. Further efforts to refine the automatic detection and identification of the E/M impedance spectrum features that are sensitive to the crack presence are needed.
For far-field damage detection, ultrasonic techniques using guided Lamb wave were used. The need for high-frequency wave propagation to achieve the necessary time and space resolution in the given structural damage detection conditions was articulated and exemplified. A complete active-sensor array was installed and transmitter-receiver instrumentation using standard laboratory equipment under microcontroller/PC control was constructed and demonstrated. Systematic experiments were conducted on aircraft-grade metallic plates to test the elastic wave generation, reception, and interpretation capabilities of the system. Further investigation is needed to develop automated pulse-echo and acousto-ultrasonic data processing algorithms and to calibrate the system in terms of minimal defect size and locations that can be identified.
The work reported in this paper has shown that unobtrusive permanently attached PZT-wafer active sensors can be used successfully for structural health monitoring of aircraft structures. The advantage of the embedded active sensors method over other health monitoring options is that both near-field and far-field investigation can be achieved with the same active sensor array and instrumentation. For near-field damage detection, the E/M impedance method was used. For far-field damage detection, the pulseecho ultrasonic method was utilized. Another advantage of our approach is the use of inexpensive non-invasive active sensors instead of the relatively expensive transducers of conventional ultrasonics. These features make this emerging technology a good candidate for large-scale implementation on existing aircraft fleets as well as incorporation in new aircraft constructions.
